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Apart from all being Shooz, all they have in common are their location and their young owner. 
In their penthouse/shoebox live dancers TINA & GINA. 2nd floor: bodyguards GROOMBIE AND 
MADUMBI, nerds HILDA AND MATHILDA and athletes SID’n’DAN. Wise elders SCHLIFF and 
SCHLOFF live on the carpet. TANGO (the goldfish) eyes them from his bowl and plays the  
narrator/mentor, with occasional comments/questions to the viewers.

the show: The shoe-cupboard and bedroom is the Shooz’ world. The episodes are lively  
and explore commonalities and differences, each pair of shoes interacting with their neighbours  
in their individual ways. Via stories and games, they and their young viewers learn about many 
things including colours, textures, shapes, numbers, concepts of ‘over, behind, through, etc.’, ev-
eryday practical skills and social interactions, to mention just a few themes.  

brief synopsis of pilot: ‘who are you?   
Gina makes a very gradual exit from the shoebox on the top shelf 
of the shoe-cupboard to meet the enthralled neighbours gathered 
below and gazing upwards. Each has their own idea of what the 
emerging  ribbons could signify. Hilda suggests a snake, and they 
all flee. But cannot resist popping out from their hiding places when 
Gina finally appears. With fluffy bunny slippers Schliff and Schloff 
offering landing spots, she finally leaps down and is welcomed. 
 

She’s never seen shoes like them before. Her question ‘Who are 
you? What do you do?’ is answered with a lively song and dance 
routine, each pair coming to the centre to perform. By this time, Tina 
has also appeared behind Gina to hear it. Finally, Tango wakes up 
and asks everyone’s question: Who are you? And what do you do?  

 

The Shooz – ballet dancers, bodyguards, nerds, runners and fluffy 
bunnies – learn, play, sing and dance, helped by Tango the goldfish.
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Tina joins Gina, each improvising the last two lines to the song. All then resume the song with the 
extra addition.Tango has the last word, turning to the viewer and asking ‘So who are YOU?’ (‘Hey-
hey-hey?’ from the Shooz to fill the pause for young viewers to answer), Tango turns to the Shooz 
with a ‘Sing it, Shooz!’ and they all respond with ‘Only you can be YOU! So YOU must be you! And 
do what YOU do!’ Ends with outro theme music and a dance which the viewers are invited to join.
  

characters: see more on characters
Tina and Gina: Aspiring ballerinas and identical twins but very different. 
Gina is spontaneous and outgoing; Tina is contained and dignified. Gina causes 
crisis after crisis and Tina rescues her time and again. In the pilot episode, Gina 
and Tina meet the neighbours and are welcomed.

Sid’n’Dan: brothers and enthusiastic runners. Nothing 
keeps these two down for long. ‘Look on the bright side!’ is 

their motto. To sum them up in one word: ‘keen’. 

Hilda and Mathilda These two nerds are know-it-alls who 
are often corrected by Tango the goldfish and sometimes, Schloff. They’re 
stirrers and love causing drama with what they bring home from school, literally 
and figuratively, to fool the others. Usually everyone learns as a result.

Groombie & Madumbi Gallant heroes, these two 
think they’re untouchable bodyguards, tough and devoted  

to protecting a little girl from the wet and rough terrain.

Schliff & Schloff Granny Schliff rules the  
roost but has a kind heart under her bluff exterior.  
Granpa Schloff is gentle and lazy with vast experience of 
the world which he seldom reveals. He goes with the flow, 
and does (only) what he must. 

 
episode ideas 2 & 3:   

2: Cold, wet, warm, dry 
The bunny slippers and ballet slippers are talking to the school shoes who say it was very wet out. 
The wellies come in and say it was also very cold. The runners bounce off their shelf and mourn 
‘no run today’. They discuss ‘dry’, ‘wet’, ‘warm’ and ‘cold’. Schliff refuses to let Gina sit inside her 
for extra warmth. Tango asks questions about what is dry and wet at the same time? (A bath tow-
el) Cold and hot at the same time (bathwater) The Boss comes down the passage and all revert to 
their ordinary states. It’s bathtime!

3: Clever clogs
After Schliff refers to Hilda as a ‘clever clogs’, the Shooz want to know what a clogs is. It sounds 
very nasty. All venture extraordinary guesses as to what a clogs can be. Finally, Sid and Dan zip up 
to Tango’s bowl and knock on it with their laces, to wake him. He starts awake and blows a bubble 
which floats up above them, revealing his dream of a Japanese koi pond before it pops. Then he 
answers their question, and many bubbles float above them revealing shoes from all over the world. 
Clogs, Japanese wooden sandals, beach thongs, Florsheim shoes and high heeled court shoes. All 
elicit questions and responses, and viewers are asked about their favourites.    
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